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Question 1 
 

At the AP Reading, faculty consultants were given the following General Directions: 
The score you assign should reflect your judgment of the quality of the essay 
as a whole. Reward the writers for what they do well. The score for an 
exceptionally well-written essay may be raised by one point from the score 
otherwise appropriate. In no case may a poorly written essay be scored higher 
than 3.  

  

9-8:   

These well-conceived and well-ordered essays provide insightful analysis (implicit as well 
as explicit) of how Heaney creates and conveys his memory of picking blackberries. They 
appreciate Heaney's physically-intense language for its vivid literal description, but they 
also understand the meaning of the experience on a profound, metaphoric level. Although 
the writers of these essays may offer a range of interpretations and/or choose different 
poetic elements for emphasis, these papers provide convincing readings of the poem and 
maintain consistent control over the elements of effective composition, including the 
language unique to the criticism of verse. Their textual references are apt and specific. 
Though they may not be error-free, they demonstrate the writers' ability to read poetry 
perceptively and to write with clarity and sophistication. 
 

7-6: 

These essays reflect a sound grasp of Heaney's poem and the power of its language; but 
they prove less sensitive than the best essays to the poetic ways that Heaney invests literal 
experience with strong, metaphoric implications. The interpretations of the poem that they 
provide may falter in some particulars or they may be less thorough or precise in their 
discussion of how the speaker reveals the experience of "blackberry-picking." Nonetheless, 
their dependence on paraphrase, if any, will be in the service of analysis. These essays 
demonstrate the writers' ability to express ideas clearly, but they do not exhibit the same 
level of mastery, maturity, and/or control as the very best essays. These essays are likely to 
be briefer, less incisive, and less well-supported than the 9-8 papers. 
 

5: 

These essays are, at best, superficial. They respond to the assigned task yet probably say 
little beyond the most easily grasped observations. Their analysis of how the experience of 
blackberry picking is conveyed may be vague, formulaic, or inadequately supported. They 
may suffer from the cumulative force of many minor misreadings. They tend to rely on 
paraphrase but nonetheless paraphrase which contains some implicit analysis. Composition 
skills are at a level sufficient to convey the writer's thoughts, and egregious mechanical 
errors do not constitute a distraction. These essays are nonetheless not as well-conceived, 
organized, or developed as upper-half papers. 
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Question 1 (cont.) 
 

4-3: 

These lower-half essays reveal an incomplete understanding of the poem and perhaps an 
insufficient understanding of the prescribed task as well: they may emphasize literal 
description without discussing the deeper implications of the blackberry-picking 
experience. The analysis may be partial, unconvincing, or irrelevant�or it may rely 
essentially on paraphrase. Evidence from the text may be meager or misconstrued. The 
writing demonstrates uncertain control over the elements of composition, often exhibiting 
recurrent stylistic flaws and/or inadequate development of ideas. Essays scored 3 may 
contain significant misreading and/or unusually inept writing. 
 

2-1: 

These essays compound the weaknesses of the papers in the 4-3 range. They may seriously 
misread the poem. Frequently, they are unacceptably brief. They are poorly written on 
several counts and may contain many distracting errors in grammar and mechanics. 
Although some attempt may have been made to respond to the question, the writer's 
assertions are presented with little clarity, organization, or support from the text of the 
poem. 
 

0: A response with no more than a reference to the task. 
 

 �  Indicates a blank response or one that is completely off topic. 
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Question 1 
 

Sample A 
 
Doubtless there are other essays that convey the poem's meaning in a more compelling fashion 
than this essay manages � or that supply fuller readings of the rich imagery and diction found in 
"Blackberry-Picking." However, this is one whale of an essay! So much information is provided 
by this lengthy piece that it seems perverse to fault the essay because of a vexing omission or 
dubious assertion ("casual form," for instance?). The expertise as well as the ambition of the 
writer is apparent from the outset with the sophisticated technical observations about syntax, 
rhyme, and meter. If these comments do not hold up to scrutiny in their entirety, we forgive the 
lapses and credit the attempt, amazed at what the writer has accomplished! (Dissection of sound 
effects simply does not occur in other essays to any appreciable extent.) Similarly, we overlook 
the several errors in writing: the subject-verb disagreement in the first sentence, for example, or 
the awkward syntax that results a time or two when the student tries to combine specific 
examples with commentary.  
 
The student proceeds with a stunning level of analytical command. A commitment to using 
details to illustrate points is obvious, and the writer has impressive facility with the vocabulary 
appropriate to literary criticism. Furthermore, the essay reflects an innate sensitivity to the 
speaker's tone by suggesting the complex tensions between enthusiasm and disappointment, joy 
and pain, life and death that persist throughout "Blackberry-Picking." The writer notes the 
separation between the two parts of the poem as a function of form and content � the second 
segment brings overwhelming confirmation of the appalling futility of the effort to "hoard" the 
berries. However, he or she understands that the language that describes the boy's eager 
blackberry-picking experiences in the first section incorporates the seasoned reaction of the 
adult: disappointment is inherent in the boyish hope the young writer describes with such 
conviction. 
 
Even when the student lacks precision in an explanation, he or she does not superimpose "higher 
meanings" upon the literal images and actions of the poem, but renders meaning as integral to the 
language and various poetic elements that create and convey it. In sum, both the poet and the 
young critic who writes so ably about Heaney's artistry view with compassion the ongoing nature 
of the human struggle to stay the unstayable. The student's full embrace of the joy and 
exuberance conveyed in the blackberry struggle is inspiring evidence of his or her own youthful 
enthusiasm for life � and for poetry. The mature regard for the natural law of decline and death 
is similarly impressive. Imagine what he or she might do with a second � or third � draft of 
this essay! 
 
Sample B 
 
This essay is much less multi-dimensional than the very rich one provided by the first young 
writer, and more is suggested and implied than fully developed in its discussion. The student 
seems to intuit the strengths of the poem, but fails to describe its artistry with clarity or sustained  
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Question 1 (cont.) 
 
precision. This student of course deserves no points for spelling, though scorers recognize that in 
a normal compositional mode, the computer's spell-check would save the writer. Probably we are 
more forgiving of such errors than we used to be, but unquestionably the essay's virtues must be 
looked upon to compensate for such apostasy. The compactness of the two-paragraph approach 
(one paragraph devoted to each segment of the poem) seems less than efficient here. The 
complex point of view of the poem is ignored in the basic contrast that the essay emphasizes 
between the living berries and the fermenting product.  
 
Nonetheless, there are strengths. The writer clearly senses the inherent losses built into the 
doomed effort to sustain the vitality of the blackberry-picking experience or, indeed, the 
blackberries themselves. Several apt comments focusing on diction and imagery deserve reward. 
Although many observations lack full development, and the references to the poet's techniques 
seem arbitrary rather than systematic, the student takes pains to make suggestions about the 
power of the poem's language, even to honoring its aural effects. Notably, the discussion of the 
rhyming words (clot, knot, rot, not) provides important support to the student's argument about 
the essential contrasts between life and death that he or she feels are the poet's preoccupation and 
concern. 
 
Sample C 
 
This student got the word on the five-paragraph essay and dutifully pulled off a focused piece 
tracking "love and loss." The essay boasts an introduction that is more than a restatement of the 
question; three paragraphs highlighting form, diction, and metaphor; and a conclusion that in 
spite of its brevity serves to reassert the thesis that has been doggedly, if incompletely, 
developed. However, there is very little analysis in this piece, though enough to push it into the 
upper half. Several minor errors (such as the misuse of "it's") also blight the effort.  
 
The contrast between love and loss oversimplifies the conflicts and tensions in the poem, but it is 
not wrong. However, the writer provides justifications for the lengths of the stanzas that are 
forced; and the assertions made in reference to the phrases that describe "the love of blackberry 
harvesting" prove all but unconvincing. (Perhaps "love" and "thickened wine" are naturally 
linked, but the connection is not clear from the remarks here.) Readers of this essay may also be 
uncomfortable with the cavalier identification of the speaker as "the author."  
 
Although the writer of this essay seemed to respond to the fundamental tension in the poem, his 
or her understanding and discussion of the poet's artistic strategy is limited to essentially 
problematic observations. Thus the tidy ordering of this essay cannot compensate for its limited 
content. Though the writer is competent to sense multiple levels of meaning in this poem and to 
shape a coherent essay, albeit formulaic, this piece does less than the other two essays to explain 
the power of the poem. 
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